city of brick and shadow tim wirkus kirby heyborne - on the surface city of brick and shadow is a gripping crime drama telling the story of two mormon missionaries in a violent latin american city who while trying to unravel the mystery of a missing member of their small congregation get drawn in to a world of con artists and criminals for which they are not at all prepared. city of brick and shadow book by tim wirkus official - tim wirkus city of brick and shadow is a fantastically fun ride recasting the classic buddy cop dynamic in a pair of hapless young missionaries a gripping and unconventional mystery along the lines of the yiddish policemen s union or motherless brooklyn. city of brick and shadow by tim wirkus goodreads - tim wirkus s city of brick and shadow like his second novel the infinite future is a book with multiple layers on its surface it s ostensibly a mystery complete with holmes and watson like sleuths who just happen to be mormon missionaries in brazil. city of brick and shadow nook book barnes noble - tim wirkus city of brick and shadow is a fantastically fun ride recasting the classic buddy cop dynamic in a pair of hapless young missionaries a gripping and unconventional mystery along the lines of the yiddish policemen s union or motherless brooklyn. city of brick and shadow walmart com - buy city of brick and shadow at walmart com. city of brick and shadow treyffrin township libraries - city of brick and shadow by tim wirkus review by angela demott city of brick and shadow is original thoughtful funny and asks more questions than it attempts to answer i loved how tim wirkus throws the reader into the mormon missionaries world without much explanation you pick up on the vocabulary and norms of their lifestyle by osmosis and it s a different and fascinating. eastport an ever evolving city of brick light and shadow - eastport is a city of brick light and shadow up close these buildings are like sentinel soldiers standing guard all while protecting a past that seeps brine and gives a wonderful glimpse into yesterday many of the buildings today serve dual purpose living space on the upper floors and retail gallery and working studio businesses.